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Introduction

n 24 January 1947, a week after Edmundo Sánchez Cano was
deposed as governor of Oaxaca, a pressure group called the
Alianza-Revolucionaria-Oaxaqueña published an open letter to
President Miguel Alemán Valdés. The dispatch stated that since
the Revolution, the state had failed to assert any measure of control over Oaxaca. The national party was nonexistent. Worker
and peasant organizations remained autonomous. Successive state
governments had eschewed national ideological programs and instead based their meager power on combinations of nepotism, caciquismo (bossism), and a handful of state employees.1 Five years
later, during another successful popular movement to remove
the incumbent governor, the Oaxaca academic Enrique Othon
Díaz wrote a series of articles in the national press titled “The
Enigma of Oaxaca.” The articles claimed that Oaxaca was “not
a state, like the other states of the republic.” Its sheer ethnic, political, and geographic diversity had prevented “traditional ties
and common bonds.” Instead, various regions operated entirely
independent of the state capital. Commercial routes and ethnic
links connected the Mixteca to the neighboring state of Puebla,
the Costa Chica to Guerrero, the Isthmus to Chiapas, and Tuxtepec to Veracruz (map 1). He concluded that Oaxaca was “a dislocated and anemic political entity, more apparent than real, more
in form than in deed.”2

map 1. Mexico
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These two pessimistic estimations of the state’s role in Oaxaca are borne out by the rapid marshaling of some quantitative data relating to what Alan Knight has termed “the weight
of the state.”3 At the most prosaic level, the number of federal
administrators in Oaxaca was low, even by Mexican standards.
The 1940 census indicates that the state had less than 1 bureaucrat per 329 citizens compared to a national average of around
1 for every 176.4 These bureaucrats faced the most ethnically diverse state in Mexico, with sixteen indigenous groups and more
than a hundred mutually unintelligible indigenous dialects.5 The
state’s communications network, which might have favored political and economic integration, was notoriously poor. The economist Moises de la Peña claimed it was “the worst in Mexico.”6
Despite the persistence of a few unreliable railway lines and the
construction of the Pan-American Highway, travel was still predominantly by mule, horse, or foot. As a result, tax collection
was also notoriously difﬁcult. In 1950 in Oaxaca, state taxes per
head of population were around seven pesos per year or the lowest per capita rate in Mexico. In 1947 Oaxaca produced only
2.2 percent of the country’s tax revenue. Furthermore, tax collection was completely uneven. Nine of Oaxaca’s thirty ﬁscal districts contributed over 90 percent of the state’s taxes.7 Although
grinding poverty obviously kept duties low, the general hostility of both rural and urban inhabitants to federal, state, or even
municipal taxation compounded the problem for the handful of
ﬁscal agents. In Aldous Huxley’s account of his travels in Oaxaca during the early 1930s he described the goring of a local
tax collector at the annual bull ﬁght. On seeing the administrator drunk, bloody and prostrate, the crowd let out a “great shout
of excitement.” According to Huxley “the crowd had got what
3

